MEMBER VOICES HEARD ON
IMPORTANT AGRI-BUSINESS LEGISLATION
Agri-business owners are essential to communities across the province; creating jobs,
increasing tax revenues, and feeding communities. CFIB ensures your voice is heard on
Bill 6 and we’ve achieved important results...

OCT
2015

CFIB meets with Agriculture Minister Carlier, raising
members’ concerns before legislation is introduced.
CFIB’s Amber Ruddy and Richard Truscott meet with the Alberta
Agriculture Minister Oneil Carlier (middle).

DEC
2015

CFIB submits a letter to Premier Notley and the Labour and
Agriculture ministers urging the government to abandon this
ill-conceived bill.

DEC
2015

VICTORY!

JAN
2016

CFIB’s Action Alert: Labour legislation disguised as farm
safety launched, gets 500 signatures as of Jan 2017.

Family farms exempted from
mandatory WCB coverage.

Labour legislation disguised as farm safety!
Alberta government adds mandatory WCB, OH&S,
Employment Standards and Union Rights to family farms
To:

Hon. Christina Gray, Minister of Labour
Hon. Oneil Carlier, Minister of Agriculture and Forestry

I’m extremely concerned about Bill 6—the Enhanced Protection for Farm and Ranch Workers
Act.
Let me state, I am committed to providing my family and employees with a safe and
healthy worksite. I am also supportive of efforts to improve health & safety. However,
adding more regulation is not the best way to achieve this. Instead of legislation, I believe
education is a more effective way to truly improve health & safety on the farm.
I also worry that this “one-size-fits-all” legislation will hurt our already fragile economy and
there has been little opportunity for input.

Stop this legislation!
Let’s instead look to solutions that will
actually help improve safety on my farm:

JAN
2016

✔

CFIB shows support for farmers at Bill 6 rallies; CFIB news
release raises issues about lack of consultation.

✔
✔
✔

Incentives to make the adoption of
safety measures more affordable.
Safety promotions at farm shows, local
workshops, and demonstrations.
Safety education programs in schools.
Accessible safety information online or
in publications.

Business Name

Phone Number

Business Owner Name

Postal Code
Business Owner Signature

Yes, I am currently a CFIB member.

Please fax your completed Action Alert to CFIB at 1 877 507-6595.
DAG6313-1602 (AB)

DAG6313-1709

February 2016

APR
2016

Government announces formal consultation; CFIB’s Richard Truscott selected for
agricultural technical working group on education, training, and certification.

JAN
2017

During CFIB’s Red Tape Awareness Week, the AB government
wins annual Paperweight Award for weighing down farmers with
“one-size-fits-all” regulations.

JUNE
2017

VICTORY!

NEXT
STEPS

CFIB will continue to fight to ensure your voice is heard. Provide your views below.

Agri-business exemption from
some Employment Standards
(i.e. overtime and rest periods).

Premier Notley,
New provincial labour laws not only fail to acknowledge agriculture’s important contributions,
but show a lack of respect for the critical role small business owners play. If you want to ensure
fairness and support for family-friendly policies, start with small businesses.
 Farm work is unique and should not be subject to unionization
 Further exemptions are needed on labour law provisions such as minimum wage
 Commit to reviewing the impacts these policies are having on farmers and ranchers
Name:

Signature:

Business name:
Once completed, please return to CFIB by fax at 1 877-507-6595 or scan and email to msalb@cfib.ca

?
?

Get in
touch.

We’re here to help.

Any questions? Call our business counsellors today.

1-888-234-2232 or cfib@cfib.ca
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